
Philippe Starck’s design searches for 

the origin of things – the simple, natural, 

fundamental elements of life. With his Starck 1 

range, he achieved just that…and almost 

immediately wrote bathroom history. 

Starck 1
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With Starck 1, Philippe Starck and Duravit have returned to the beginnings of 

hygiene, body care and wellness in addition to the evolution of the bathroom. The 

Starck 1 toilet, bathtub and washbasin are unmistakable descendents of their his-

toric predecessors – the bucket, tub and washbowl – even though they have been 

completely reinterpreted. It’s great to know that something good doesn’t have 

to be “optimized”: since their market launch in 1994, all products in the range – 

ceramic, furniture, tubs, accessories – have been meticulously crafted by hand 

using the same methods. This quality is nothing less than you would expect from 

a modern classic like Starck 1.

Design by Philippe Starck
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The Starck barrel is available in two paint fi nishes 

(85 White High Gloss and 40 Black High Gloss) and in three warm 

real wood veneers (96 Pear, 13 American Walnut, 24 Macassar)
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(top) The purity and minimalism of the design of the Starck 1 range is as unique as the individual products: this is perhaps 

most noticeable with the barrel-shaped washbasin with real wood fi nish. Alternatively, it is also available in Black and White 

High Gloss. With this and the other washbasin variants in the range (left), a gentle movement sweeps through the ceramic 

washbowl, like a drop of water on a sheet of paper, forming a gentle recess.
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(top) Majestically minimalist: the freestanding Starck 1 bathtub (with/without whirl system) combines 

the simplicity of a semicircle and straight line to create movement and a distinctive rim. The sleek, 

attractive rectangular version is also suitable for installation in wall or corner applications. (left) 

Extravagance via reduction: the wedge-shaped urinal, available both with and without cover.
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(top) The metamorphosis of a bucket: whether wall-mounted or fl oor-standing, the Starck 1 WC and bidet boldly refl ect their 

heritage. A geometric contrast that features a clear and consistent reduced design: the seemingly monolithic cistern with the 

fl oor-standing WC. Fitted with the stop+go button and 6-litre fl ushing technology, it goes easy on water but not on hygiene. 

This comes with a matching WC seat with the comfortable SoftClose function

       More information about Starck 1

All dimensions and order numbers  >page 311/334/349

WonderGliss >page 265

Overview of furniture finishes  >page 272

Bathtubs and shower trays  >page 198/256
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